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ABSTRACT
We calculate numerically the quantum capacitance of a nanocapacitor formed of oxide-silicon layers deposited alternately with their widths following a Cantor set structure. We show that this configuration brings about a nano-hybrid
capacitor which allows a classical and quantum behavior depending on the Cantor generation. In addition, we propose
an approximate equivalent circuit representation for the nano-hybrid capacitor.
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1. Introduction
In recent years the storage of big energy quantities has
become a vital work all over the world. The conventional
batteries can store big quantities of energy, but the time
of charge is much longer than the performance in a capacitor, so that lead us to one solution, capacitors with
high energy storage. Electrical energy storage devices
fall into three categories. Batteries, which store large
amounts of energy but cannot provide high power or fast
recharge. Electrochemical capacitors (ECCs), also relying on electrochemical phenomena, offer higher power at
the price of relatively lower energy density. Electrostatic
capacitors (ESCs), which store charge on the surfaces of
two metallic conductors. This makes them capable of
high power and fast recharge, but at the price of lower
energy density.
Recent advances in nanotechnology have shown that
nanocapacitors that make use of densely packed interfaces and thin films have the potential to serve as the
basis of next generation energy systems. One approach to
making such devices is to build multilayer structures of
large area inside the open volume of a nanostructured
template by using atomic layer deposition techniques. It
should be possible to scale devices fabricated with this
approach to make viable energy storage systems that
provide both high energy density and high power density
[1].
The nanocapacitor structure analyzed in this article is
formed of oxide-silicon layers deposited alternately with
their widths following a Cantor set structure. The use of
highly regular nanostructures promises both high energy
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

and high power density. In recent years the study of
fractals has attracted much attention because many physical phenomena, natural structures and statistical processes
can be analysed and described by using a fractal approach [2,3]. From a mathematical point of view, fractals
are self-similar structures obtained by performing a basic
operation, called a generator, on a given geometrical object called an initiator, and repeating this process on multiple levels; in each one of them, an object composed of
sub-units of itself is created that resembles the structure
of the whole object (See Figure 1). Mathematically, this
property should hold on all scales. However, in the real
world, there are necessarily lower and upper bounds over
which such self-similar behavior applies. The simplest
fractal is the Cantor set, shown in Figure 1, which can be
obtained by means of an iterative construction. The first
step (S = 0) is to take a segment of unit length (layer of
SiO2). The next one (S = 1) is to divide the segment into
three equal parts of length 1/3 and remove the central one
(we just add a layer of Si in the center). This process is
continued indefinitely.
In this article, a self consistent one-dimensional solution of the Schrödinger-Poisson equation [4-6] is used to
obtain the electron distribution and capacitance in a nanocapacitor with a Cantor multilayer structure. In addition, we propose an approximate equivalent circuit representation for the nanocapacitor which mimics the increase of capacitance due to quantum effects. The article
is organized as follows. First we will start by giving the
physical and mathematical model of the problem and the
basic relations of the theory. Then we will analyze the
results and propose an equivalent circuit for the nanocaJMP
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pacitor. The conclusions are summarized in the last section.

2. Physical and Mathematical Model
We can model the nanocapacitor by setting up a lattice
along the z-direction with the channel sandwiched between
two insulators (see Figure 2). Where t1 and t2 are the
nearest neighbors effective couplings and a is the lattice
parameter. Ecnox and Ecsi are the SiO2 and Si electrochemical potentials of 9 eV and 1.12 eV [7,8], respectively. This
model brings about a tight-binding Hamiltonian [9] which
in matrix form reads for the case of 8 atoms and the first
Cantor generation as: (see Equation (1)).
The most commonly used technique to obtain the required self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solution is the
so called relaxation method [10-12]. In this method, a
trial potential distribution U in  z  is used to solve the
Schrödinger equation

 H 0  U in  z   m  z    m m  z  ,

(2)

and the resulting wavefunctions and the energy eigenvalues are used to calculate the charge density in the
quantum well regions [10-12],

  z 

m* k BT
π 2

 ln 1  exp  Em

k BT    m  z  .
2

(3)

k

The Poisson equation is then solved using this charge
density to get the new potential distribution U out  z 


d  d  q2
  r U    n  z   n0 
dz  dz   0

(4)

For the solution of Schrödinger equation in the next iteration, a linear combination of U in  z  and U out  z 
given by U in  z   U in  z   f U out  z   U in  z   is used
as the input potential, where f is known as the relaxation
factor. The whole procedure is repeated until convergence, i.e. the input and the output potentials U in  z 
and U out  z  are equal within the desired accuracy [1113].
To obtain the capacitance of the nanocapacitor we use
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Figure 1. Cantor fractal from zero to fourth generation, in
our nanocapacitor proposal we replace the lines for SiO2
and the spaces for Si.

Figure 2. One-dimensional one-band effective mass Hamiltonian used in a Oxide-Silicon-Oxide device.

the relation C  Q V . The change in the electrostatic
charge per unit area  S  for a small change in the bias
across the device is given by integrating   z  , i.e.
dQ  d S    z  dz .
Therefore, the capacitance is obtained through the
slope of the graph  S as a function of the gate voltage
applied to the nanocapacitor [14,15].

3. Results
We have analyzed a nanocapacitor with oxide-silicon
layers deposited alternately with their widths following a
Cantor set structure using the self consistent SchrödingerPoisson equations (see Figure 3). We have chosen to
work with a one dimensional chain of 80 atoms with a
lattice parameter of a  5.4 A everywhere in order to
have three Cantor generations and the total length of the
chain be less than 100 nm. The zeroth Cantor generation
is given by the classical parallel plate capacitor with SiO2
in between the parallel plates. The next Cantor generation has a Si layer sandwiched between two insulators, i.e.
each layer in this Cantor generation is composed of 26
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(a)

Figure 4. Charge density for a one dimensional chain of 80
atoms.
(b)

(c)

interesting to note that we have classical and quantum
charge distributions in the same nanostructure which
makes our device an hybrid nanocapacitor.
In order to compare the total capacitance of the nanocapacitor and a classical capacitor we calculated first the
classical capacitance as a simple series combination of
classical capacitors for each Cantor generation using the
following simple expression
Ceq1 

(d)

Figure 3. The graph shows our nanocapacitor and classical
circuit for the (a) zeroth Cantor generation; (b) first Cantor
generation; (c) second Cantor generation; (d) third Cantor
generation.

atoms which gives a total of 78 atoms and 2 atoms have
been taken as interfaces between layers according to our
physical model (see Figure 2). This process is repeated
two more times to construct the second and third Cantor
generations respectively (see Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the electron density for the dimensional chain of 80 atoms with a third Cantor generation
multilayer structure.

a 2 and t2   2 2msi a 2 as tunWe used t1   2 2mnox
neling amplitudes between atoms, with effective silicon


and silicon-dioxide mass of msi  0.19me and mnox
0.52me respectively. We used a relative dielectric constant for silicon of  r and for silicon-dioxide of
 r  3.9 respectively. Also, the gate voltage is assumed
to be 0.25 V.
From the electron distribution depicted in Figure 4 it
is clearly shown how the size quantization effects are
enhanced by decreasing the width of the channels. It is
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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The Cantor fractal structure sets a special model for
the total capacitance since the distance of the insulator
decreases d 3 for each generation. The total capacitance per unit area for the zeroth Cantor generation is
given by
C0   r

0
d

(6)

with d  5.4 A  80  43.2n and  r  3.9 . Based on this
initial value, we construct the first order Cantor generation by inserting Silicon at the middle of the nanostructure (Figure 3(b)), the total capacitance will be equal to
two capacitors in series with capacitance three times
bigger than C0, due to the width reduction i.e.
C1 

1
1
3

 C0
1
1
2
2

3C0 3C0 3C0

(7)

The next Cantor generation will have four capacitors
(Figure 3(c)), with capacitance nine times bigger than C0
as shown on Figure 3.
C2 

1
1
9
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1
1
1
1
4
4



9C0 9C0 9C0 9C0 9C0

(8)

Following this logic, we can deduce a general classical
formulafor the total capacitance in a Cantor serial structure:
JMP
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n

3n
3
Cn  n C0    C0
2
2

(9)

With Equation (9) and the value of C0, we can calculate the total capacitance for the nth Cantor generation
(see Table 1).
We calculate the capacitance of the nanocapacitor by
directly integrating the electron density for different bias
voltages, i.e.
 S V      z, v  dz
(10)
The capacitance is obtained through the slope of the
graph  S as a function of the gate voltage applied to the
nanocapacitor (see Figure 5). The values for the slopes
are tabulated in Table 1. Note how the quantum capacitance, which takes into account quantum effects, is 10
times bigger than the classical capacitance for the third
Cantor generation.
In order to explain the quantum capacitance with an
equivalent classical circuit we must think in an hybrid
quantum-classical model in a series-parallel configuration (see Figures 6-8).
For the first Cantor generation, i.e. n = 1, we have

1
1 
C1  

 3C0  CQ1 3C0 



1

(11)

Table 1. Classical and quantum capacitance values from
0th to 3rd Cantor fractal generation.
Generation

Classical Cap. [F/cm2]

Quantum Cap. [F/cm2]

0th

7.9934 × 10−8

----

1st

1.1990 × 10−7

1.3655 × 10−7

2nd

1.7985 × 10−7

2.7855 × 10−7

3rd

2.6978 × 10−7

1.0606 × 10−6

Classical and quantum capacitance values from 0th to 3rd Cantor fractal
generation.

Figure 6. Hybrid classical-quantum circuit model for the
first Cantor generation.

Figure 7. Hybrid classical-quantum circuit model for the
second Cantor generation.

Figure 8. Hybrid classical-quantum circuit model for the
nanocapacitor device with a Cantor multilayer structure.

From the Ec. 11 we can deduce that the quantum capacitance value is CQ1  7.76 108  F cm 2  , a very
small value because the capacitance in this region of the
silicon is dominated by a classical distribution.
For the second Cantor generation, we have
Ceq 

243C02CQ1  324C02CQ 2  2916C03  18C0CQ1CQ 2
45C0CQ1  54C0CQ 2  3CQ1CQ 2  567C02

(12)

Equation (12) give us a value for the quantum capacitance of CQ 2  1.67 107  F cm 2  .
For the third Cantor generation we can calculate CQ 3
in the same way, i.e. finding the equivalent capacitance
of the circuit given in Figure 8 and then solving for CQ 3 .
The quantum capacitance for the third Cantor generation
is CQ 3  1.06 106  F cm 2  . Here we can observe that
the quantum capacitance dominates over the classical
capacitance which enhances the energy storage of this
nanocapacitor.

4. Conclusion

Figure 5. Electron density per unit area ηS in the first, second and third order Cantor generation as a function of the
gate voltage.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

In summary, we have demonstrated numerically that a
nanocapacitor with a Cantor multi-layered structure formed
of oxide-silicon layers presents a classical and quantum
behavior depending on the Cantor generation. We have
shown that the total capacitance depends on the Cantor
generation and increases dramatically when the quantum
distribution dominates over the classical distribution. We
also proposed an approximate equivalent circuit representation for the nanohybrid capacitor which mimics the
JMP
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Interface Properties by Means of very Low Frequency
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behavior of the nanocapacitor.
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